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"We shall one day learn to suoersede politics by education"
-Ralph Waldo Emerson-

INTRODUCTION

The history ofedficatibnal social policy in the United States, ac-

cording to David K. Cohen, is characterized by a sense of loss:

"Loss has been a central, though rather episodic, preoccupation

in U.S. social policy."1 He explains that this sense of loss,

shared by traditional conservati lnd liberal democrats alike,

takes- the form of longing for t Imes and loyalties of times

past. Traditional conservat4ves long for the resurgence of social

institutions like family and community and see educational poll-
%

cies and program aimed'at re-establishing order as vital steps

toward that end. Liberal democrats for their part also lament the

erosion .of community values but place their hope in policies which

contribute to social and economic equality.

The most curious aspect of this tradition of longing is that it

has persisted for so long. This sense of loss is no less strong

today than it was when Henry Barnard, a leading figure in the New

England School Reform Movement, deplored "the example and teaching

of lowbred idleness... in the densely, populated sections of large

cities, and all manufacturing villages...The deficient houiehold
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arrangements and deranged machinery of,domestic life.
"2

A modern-

ized version of this argument was used with considerable success

to appeal to countless voters 47-rche 1980 elections=. Why,has

:America not overcome its sense of loss? And in term of educa-

:tional policies, what accounts for America's inability to rekindle

the values so many believe are critical to survival?

The National Insitute of Education (NIE) hastas one of its missions

the analysis of policies and programs supported by the Department

of Education (DOE). The notion of loss is applicable to this

mission, for it has characterized the debate surrounding a con-

troversial development in educational social policy: DOE's role

in the promotion of language other than English in the United

States. Because of recent and widespread attention given to the

teaching of languages other than English in public schools, NIE

has identified three policy areas for investigation: foreign

language and international studies, bilingual education and Indian

education. This paper will examine these three

policy areas with the intention of bringing clarification and

critical analysis to the influence of educational policy on lan-

guage issues. Language as a distinct policy concern will be

examined; a section on language policy implications will conclude

this ,iscussion.

LANGUAGE AS A POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES

Shirley B. Heath reminds us that in early U.S. legislative history

Thomas Jefferson pointed to language as a policy concern worthy of

- 2 -
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congressional attention. 3 And yet Jefferson's admonitions were

ignored. It would be inaccurate ,to speak of this decision as a

trend setter, but Congress did not then realize theAmportince of

- delineating a clear policy and plan for language irC-the United

States. This situation has chanted little in two hundred years.

In reviewing the.history of language related policies and program

in the U.S.,
4 the most irresistable temptation is to lump toget-

her the pieces of legislation and litigation under .the category of

- 2A -
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language policy. But giving in to such a temptation would only

obscure already murky waters. There are cases,'in.American legis-

lative history,, which relate directly to the promoti9n or denial

of language rights for certain groups. Congress autborized New

Mexico, for example, to accommodate the Spanish-speaking citizens

of the territory shortly after the signing of the US/Mexico treaty

of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848. During the second half of the 19th

century German predominated among public schools in the midwest.

In 1913, however, California legislators passed a law aimed at

Asian immigrants; it required English literacy as a prerequisites

foi ownership of property. As a sequel to granting citizenship to

all residents of Puerto Rico in 1917, the United States imposed

English as the medium of instruction in island schooli. The BI;

did the same for Indians enrolled in boarding schools. And in the

late fifties, Congress enacted a law designed to encourage the

study of foreigitlanguages for the purpose of preserving national

security and promoting long range economic development.
5

This whirlwind review of policy examples related to language groups,

far from being indicative of major patternsdoes point to some

important considerations. Language refated policies are almost

always directed at certain groups rather than the language

needs.of Americans as a whole. Policies directed at certain 6
groups are a function of prevailing attitudes towards the group.

German sociologist, Heinz Kloss, discussed the need to differentiate

between native and immigrant"groups. In this.. regard, Klass maintains

that group rights should vary according to a group's ability -to

demonstrate a commitment to native language and culture. Within

this framework, a group is entitled to promotion riffits (i.e.,

-3-
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policies which support the maintenance of group language
language and

and culture) if it demonstrates a loyalty to/ culture over several

'generations. Recent immigrants and groups less committed, on the
.

other hand, can make no claim to promotion rights; such groups

:possess toleranie righti alone. But if.this-discusSion cf groups

-rights has an abstract or theoretical ring to it, it is because most

of us intuitively believe that policies related to group expression

are influenced more by political expediency than by any regard for

social justice.' Politics, racial bias and economic self-interest

are somehow more convincing motives and explain in part the pendu-

lum,likeswings -characteristic of policies aimed at linguistic

minorities.
7

To observe that language related policies are political,

however, explains 'little. Language is politi-

cal as social policy itself is political. Both the results of a poll.

tical process. Our analysis at this point requires futther clarifi- .

cation: The issue is not whether policy about language is political;

but rather given that it is political, what'differencethat has made

in the formulation of necessary and appropriate soCial:pelicy. Some

definitions are in order.

ft is helpful to think of social policy as a formal decision.8

This is not to demean the influence of informal decisions; casual

acts can have great impact, to be sure. A principal's failure to

_translate notices to Chinese-speaking parents, for example, can do'

;much to strain school-community relations. But this act is not the

_

result of a formal decision - unless the School Board and/or princi-

pal take an official stance on the'question of languages -used in

-4-
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noticcs to parents. The School Board could decide not-to translate

the notices to other languages. This decision not to adopt a'policy,

is of course formal and telline :of the Board's relationship with
hk

certain segments of the oommunity. Our definition of social policy

must include,formal decisions and non-decisions which affect the
,

-

public welfare. There is no policy declaring English the official
, .

,. . .

. _ .

language of the United States.. Is this the result of a formal 'non-'

decision? Public welfare encompasses all aspects of formal decision-
/

,

making (or non-decision making) related to maintenance and promotion
J

of society's well being.

COnceiving of p941cy in this way allows us to broaden our under-

Standing of those diverse aspects of society which influence its
v .. .

.
,

YP
well being. The

.

more conventiol(al gublic v. private policy dis-
.

tinction, for example, is useful in sorting out the ways, money is

generated, but overlooks the fact that public 'arid private policy

11
.

6
.

41

clearly affect one another. Decisions of Corporate Boards in pri-'

tsi 4/4 vate industry often have direct impact on this public welfare;e.g.,
.

. Ill.... '

tirli \ "We will retail .gasoline at no less than a dollar ".) and elected

10-41
LA bOies, like Congress, state legislatuies and city councils, repeat7

oN .

f 1, 5Viv edly establish policies which influence the grbwth patterns of the

private sector, (e.g., "We will require environmental ithpact .

.

. studies".) Social policy analysis bridges both jublic and private

sectors and targets those policies impinging on the public welfare

regardless, of their source. This approach also $ t4e/inclu-

Sion of organizations like the Ford Foundation or the National

Education Association, which defy the public-private;distinction,

in the analysis of policy-making.

-



Since the incorporation of' all decisions affecting public welfare

bites off a .sizeable chunk, ,it is more precise to limit social policy

tb a practical sphere of influence as ih'educational social policy.-

This focuses -our attention on the acts of institutional decision-,
O

takers. Educational social policy, then, is that set of decisions

and non-decisions affecting the Public,welfare of those involved

with educational institUtions: Such a distinction 'lids us in

focusing' our sights andnstit4tions whose p-:imary function is to

create learning environments.(eg., private day care center or
.,

state university). At the same time other institutions peripherany',..
.

.

involvgd.in tie creation of learning environments (e.g., nursing

homes. with acts and crafts classes) can be excluded ffom our

analysis.
9'.

_ The connection of educational social policy analysis with the

inseibutidhal experience solves one problem and as-readily creates
. .

another. For while the limiting of our discussign to educational

institutions makes it more manageable, the limitation potentially

straps us to a dist

supported in instit

Illich, for example

trde. ,According
10

inct value orientation: that learning is best

utiona1jzed contexts.. , There are 'hose like Ivan

,,who have stated, that the exact opposite is

4
to this worldview, people learn in spite of

cause of them,. The educational social policy ad-

7ocated in this light is-to de-institutionalize or "d9school" educe-

institutions not be

tion.and society as a whole. Ideas inherent.in this belief-are not-
l>

without foundation. Our educational organizations have-tended to

over-emphasize the institutions' need for order. 'Thi.model of

as a factory producing think alike robots in assembly-line fashion
. '

-6-
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'comes very close to describing most U%-&.,public schools. The pub-
.

14;c education system which became amodel for schooling the masses

has also been the source of) much embarrassment. But since students

-
have geen-compelled to attend school in all 50 stateS,

11
their

lot is to find someeemblance of learning within the schdol envi-

u
' '

fonment at least until the age of 16 or should remember

that-compulsory education was opposed by-many c onservatives in the

late 19th century'who felt that the government was meddling too

deeply'into the private affairs of citizens. In the end it was a

coalition of conservatives, fearful, that the social order necessary
- . -

.for economic progress would crumble, and liberal social engineers
Is ,.

which made ...attendance at school compulsory.
12 Public schooling is

.

9

without a doubt an institutionalized approach to eduation, and it

is our reality. Policies that influence this reality, educational
*/

social_policies, thus are worthy of our attention.

LANGUAGE DECISIONS **LANGUAGE POLICY.
1 4 S

,k ' Daa 0 l
Language, like education, encompasses a practicaf'sphere of influ-

o .

&ice within social policy. .Rubin has.describili the dimensions of
. 4

language policy aid planning in other countries.
13

. Language has
,

not,eceived similar attention in the United State.. Social policies
a.

aimed at linguistic minorities, by-way .of contrast; have proliferated

at all levels of American government, yet these policiestouched
.

lon* language almost as unanticipated results Qf efforts to infku--.

ence'linguisti`c minority groups in economic, education of governmental '

49.

t.

spheres. Language tolerance or discriminationhas been a means to

1.0



other more complex ends.- The specific nature and,motiiratioch behind

these ends is discussed elsewhere.
14 For now it is sufficient to

underscore a fundamental language-r lated policies,

regardless of number, do not by themselves comprise a lanfuage policy
.

.

for the United States. Educational social policy hai been presented

as a clearly identifiable form of organizational decision making;

no such counterpart exists for language in the United States. A
, A

formal language policy could lend direction tothe actions of federal

agencies, provide impetus to similar decision making at the local

level and assist citizens with individual, family 'anti cOmmunity

decisions related to language. But if, despite these benefits, we
perceived

have-no such policies, then perhaps the/need for formalized language

policies in the United otetes is minimal. Rubin has stated, for

example, that "...a powerful rationale for foreign language acquisi-

tion has not yet been demonstrated.
.15. A review ofthe three educe-

onal social policies related to language will help to, explain this.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND INTERgATIONAL STUDIES

Congressmanj'auf Siukon has lust-released a book entitled: the Tongue-
_

Tied American Confronting,the Foreign Language Crisis.
16 Press

releases describe the book as An analysis of the decline in lan-

guage skills behat'harms America_culturAlly and causes severe

.security and economic losses. The ever-preient Publisher's Weekly

quote says: -"Fascinating and frightentng..:A very important book. "17

'dimon's book comes an tile heels of a report prepared by the resident's
(CFLIS).

,Cqmmission on Foreign-Language and International Studies/ The report,

delicately titled StrengthThrough Wisdom, makes the same case--if

. 7

somewhat less'. dramatically-rfor renewed interest in foreign language

r.)

414

1
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learning. "Nothing less is at issue,' the report maintains, "than

the nation's security. .18

./

Both of these .documents conclude with very specific recommendations

concerning the revival of national attention towardfehe study of
o

foreign languages and international studies. What is striking about

ihese recommendations, however, is their common sensical nature;

One's reaction, to almost every suggestion is to say: "Yes, of
,

course!" In fact, it is difficult to imagihe.anyone who has paid

even partia4l attention to world affairs not being in favor of such

recommendations' as: Schools, colleges and universities Should rein-

statejoreign language requirements" or, "or the U. S.government

should achieve 100% compliance in filling positions designated as

requiring foreign language proficiency...., '
19 But despite their

Obviousness, the recommend1ations represent a controversy. The fact- .

that their case needs to be madd so forcefully is Tole evidence.

What accounts for our collective awareness? As a nation oe have

refused to accept that a world, made smaller by mass communication

and technology ,.has caused its people to become interdependent. Or
no

is it not so much that we refuse but that we dare/accept this

reality? Which political motivations prompt this? What are the,
of 4

implications/not communicating actively with our neighbors through-

out the worl 70 How high are,the stakes?

A California junior high school teacher recently obiterved'that the

Current lack of interest in foreign languages is directly related

to our manner of teaching and promoting those languages. "The proof
AMP

came," he said, "when students were no longer required to take'

language .:ourses in high school and' college. .As soon as 'students

-9-
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got a choice, theyopted olt of foreign language classes in record

number. "20 Perhaps our junior high`school- teacher puts excessive

responsibility for the general disinterest in foreign lltguages on

the backs of teachers and their methodologies. One thing is clear,

A however, few people who experience foreign language classes in

V. S. public schools can claim fluency in the target language.

4,

, The explanation for this leek of mastery must be attributed, in part

at least, 4o our teaching methodology. CFLIS, for example, begins

its 1?St o recommendations with the proporpal to establish regional

Centers--; e specific purpose of which is to upgrade foreign language

teaching. But beyond teaching, methodologies,we need to confront

our attitude toward foreign languages and the groups they represent.

The study of foreign language and international studies traditionally

has been the' investigation of far-off lands, cultures &pd people.

This element of distance has transforme4 such szudies into the

pursuit of curious information applicable to life only in the most

abstract, and or theoreticalSense. Dialogues and descriptions of

Spanish windmills, Israeli folkdances and Chinese dragons are

examples of limited efforts.

What results from this approach is amply documented elsewhere.
21

Two specific consequences art worthy of emphasis: 1) students

as a whole fail to recognize that our comtemporary world is shrink-

ing due to communications technology and multinational enterprises

aid 2) linguistic minority students in particular are not encouraged

to assume a role of leadership in promoting foreign Languages and

international studies. CFLIS summarizes this latter'#consequence

-1J-
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as follows:

"The melting pot tradition that denigrates
immigrants maintenance of their skill to
speak their native tongue still lingers,
and this unfortunately causes linguistic
minorities at home to be ignored as a
political asset. .. CFLIS emphasile(s)
that a comprehensive language policy ought
to recognize this important national
resource."22

A popular response to the CFLIS positiOn is. the assertion that while

all people have a right to retain native languages, there is no

public responsibility to promote that right with tam dollars. Noel.

ly Epstein, a journalist who gained some notoriety with his policy

analysis of Title VII, puts it this way":

"The central issue would not be the unquestioned im-
portance of ethnicity in individuals' limes, anymore
than it would be the unquestioned importance of reli-
gion in, individuals' lives. Nor would it be about the
right or the desirability of groups to amintain their

12=tes and cultures. The question would beithe
role. Is it a nxieral responsibility to finance

and promote student attachments to their ednic.lan-
and cultures, jobs long left to families, re-

ous groups, ethnic.organizaticns, private schools,
publications and others?"23

f e
Epstein addresses his own chi on by distinguishing etwe'en an

approach which teaches "each about every" culture and that which

instructs "you about yours." "To define language maintenance pro,

gramsas a way of sustaining and building valuable national language

,tesources, opening other worlds to all (i.e. each about every),
"24

according to Epstein, would be manageable, cost effective and

free of social and political issues. rnstein argues hgainst public

responsibility for group maintenance of -nguage and culture (i.e.

you about yours), capitalizing upon

- 11 -



`a currently popular view:, Why should the government pay for pro-

grams or otherwise involve itself.in the affairs of the family,

church or community? To the extent that foreign language learning

is considered a private matter, Epstein's argument has much validity.

Difficulty begins when the learning of foreign languages

'possesses obvious benefits for the general public welfare. If,

as CFLIS argues, nothing less than national security and economic

survival are at stake, then shouldn't the public in the form of our

governments share some of the moral and financial responsibility

for language learning?

Epstein would not, I suspect, be at odds with this point. He favors

developing native and target language literacy by continuing with

foreign language classes throughout the student's career; he also

expresses a willingness to try experimental programs such as the

second language "immersion" approach for English-speaking children.

But Epstein has unrealistic expectations of success for his sug-

gestions. The foreign language curriculum he pr

poses,- for example, is not unlike our past efforts to promote Lan

guages other than English. Even if we extend the amount of instru

9 tion time devoted to foreign language teaching, prior experience

/f
has taught us that students who have no opportunity to employ the

'1
target language beyond the classroom (diglossic norms) do not

retain language skills.
25 We need only to reflect on our own

experiences in French: German and Spanish classes to underscore

this point.

-12-
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More importantly, Epstein's willingness to experitient with language

learning programs overlooks contemporary attitudes toward foreign

language learning. A populace will experiment when a perceived

need exists; .eccessity is still the unchallenged mother of inven-

tion. But our citizens currently recognize no such need. Indeed,

how could our people really learn about this need? All are pro-

ducts of our own foreign linguage and world geography classes.

Epstein assumes that we as a n.,cion have overcome the deficiencies

of our education and have evolved to appreciate what other countries

long have recognized as vital to survival: the abilitito com-

municate with the rest of the world. Tilp assumption is unfounded.

In 1958, Congress entrusted the Federal Government with the respon-

sibility of promoting the study of foreign languages and inter-

national affairs. Prompted by Russian advances in aerospace

research, Congress pumped money into colleges

and universities for the partial support of students willing to

pursue appropriate majors. The legislation, known as the National

Defense Education /4.6t (NDEA) managed to attract initial attention

but did not contribute to continued interest in meeting a national

need. The purpose of NDEA quickly fell out of public view.

Institutions of higher education tended for the most part to use

NDEA funds as another source of miscellaneous financial aid for

needy students.?

Political forces during the initial stages of negotiations over NDEA

had not seen clear to include provisions for a massive public
4

education effort on the actual need to dedicate ourselves to foreign

-13-
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languages and international studies. Congress found institutions

to accept additional revenues, but underestimated public awareness

of NDEA's purpose and need.

Epstein would have us re-live the NDEA

gxperience, for despite some useful suggestions he misses a criti-

.cal mark: the need for an unprecedented public awareness campaign.

More critical still is Epstein's insistence that the current

bilingual/multicultural education effort has given excessive emphasis

to employing the native language as a medium of instruction. Epstein

is preoccupied with the legality of the Lau mandate. The more

basic issue is whether it makes policy/political sense to use

languages this way. Can we withstand the NDEA experiment for another

25 years? If, as CFLIS argues, linguistic minorities are a valuable

asset, can we afford not to take advantage of this national resource?

We know that languages will be learned if they are used. Currently

i:ki we have communities which reflect the language and culture of nations

critical to our survival (e.g., Mexico, China, and Israel). Bi-

lingual education faces many problems,
27

but at least its supporters

have attempted to increase our willingness to respect and learn from

the residents of these linguistic communities. We do well to heed

their advice,- for our sake.

The Department of Education has a basic respon-

Sibility to see that our nation's citizens are prepared for a chang-

ing future. Foreign languages and international studies will play

a vital role in that futre.

. As the CFLIS report proposes,much more can and shoui'd be done.

/BP



Significant progress will be made if DOE/NIE can assist Congress

and the new administration to confront our lack of preparedness

without appealing to a compulsive sense of loss. According co

Cohenwe have accomplished little in the way of social policy

deeds by relying on a sense of loss as a rationale for progress. 28
J.

Far of losing military strength, national pride and traditional'

family^values may*.make for some interesting--even successful

politics-'-but it has not met our needs. Perhaps, as Cohen suggests,

we motierns are socialized to think in terms of longing for the

past. Racial and ethnic groups, for example, are quick to describe

problems-in terms of losses: language and culture. Is this too

a product of the modern psyche? To shift from a loss mentality

to an acceptance of our changing reality is the challenge we face.

The third world may very well provide global leadership in the

future.
29

Can we set free our sense of loss in the hope of

achieving new insight and long range survival? Are we prepared

to accept a different role in world pclitics by viewing people of

color both abroad and at home with more sensitivelenses? Do we

really have another choice?

BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Albert Shanker, longtime president of the American Federation of
30

Teachers, recently concluded that bilingual education is a disaster.

His recommendation was thSt we scrap the use of native languages in

the classroom and get to the business of transitioning kids to

Ehglish as soon as possible. Shanker implied further_ in his uniquely

gentle way that bilingual education was a waste of mciney, time and

energy, since past immigrants to the U.S. have survived the school

-15-
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experience with few scars.

This assessffient of bilingual education is a major source of con-
,

troversy--one which centers on differing perceptions about the

record of accomplishment of bilingual education programs. The

evaluative research which exists about the effectiveness of bi-

lingual education is both scanty and lacking in definitiveness.

NIE and the Office of Bilingual Education have recognized this

deficiency and are creating a national renter for bilingual

education research. 31 While more research will be forthcoming,

a question remains: Against what criteria will the accomplish-

ments of bilingual education be judged? Shanker, for example,

believes bilingual education is a disaster because kids aren't

learning English fast enough. Others call for more success in

maintenance of native language and culture. 32

Can both be right or are these objectives

incomi5atible?

Two underlying issues shed light on the question of appropriate

criteria for evaluating bilingual education programs: 1) the

departure of bilingual education methods from conventional

language policy in schools and 2) the identification of bilingual
a

education as/political wedge for Latinos.

As dictated in most state codes, the language of instruction in

public schools is English. This trend began during World War I

When anti-German sentiment was widespread. Prior to the first

World War, bilingual education approaches--use of native languages

other than English--were actually required in some states. The



change in school language policy was supported by a dramatic turn-

about in public opinion. Native language maintenance was associated

with the preservation of native cultural values, and that was no

longer considered a good idea.33

-.Popular attitu 'Ies held that recent immigrants who comprised the
.4

bulk of urban poor were in.need of a basic education: English

literacy and the inculcation of American values. This basic educa-

tion could be provided to-all immigrants through the employment of

standardized-English language curricula.Native language instruction,

it was declared, was no longer the responsibility of the schools.

A depression and another world war made the teaching of languages

other than English virtually unpatriotic. This attitude has pre-

vailed despite federal legislation, pertinent litigation and amend-

ments to several state codes allowing the use of other languages

as media of instruction.

The political debates over this aspect of bilingual education

prompted amending Title VII, the Bilingual Education Act, to specify

the transitional character of the legislation.
34

A report of the

National Advisory Council on bilingual education states that "over-
v."

all federal policy regarding bilingual education has generally

focused on the use of native language instruction a's'a means of

Helping eligible students overcome their inadequate command of

English." 35 Critics were not appeased by the specifying nature of

recent amendments to Title VII. Epstein, for example, questioned

the use of native languages to teach English on the:grounds that
#

no evidence exists to justify this instructional strategy.
36

-17-
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Epstein was not alone in his criticism.37

In contrast, bilingual education supporters who alscrrecognized

the need for more research, pointed to the negative:Consequences

of the long-tried sink or swim approach. EmployMent of the native

language is the focus of controversy and has muddled the central

purpose of bilingual education. From the standpoint of language

planning concerns, a clear statement ,,of objecti-ms based on

careful review of student needs and programmatic options was never

formulated. Rubin has suggested, for example, that:

"In order to improve our approach to language cor-
rection, we need to have more information on the scope
of the problem. Hence, in addition to identification
of the problem, we need to assess the depth of need.
We should have lawn in advance how many students had
limited English skills or what kind of foreign lan-
guage were needed before going into program-
matic

More information on linguistic inadequacies was and is continually

needed. But the political realities which account for the passage

of Title,VII in 1967, for example, forced the issue of ethnic

group rights to overshadow planning concerns. It is reasonable

to conclude, in retrospect, that bilingual education was intended

primarily,to addressthe-social and economic inequalities of His-
* -.0

panic Americans. Title I, Compensatory Education, had caused the

the investment of siiable federal dollars to go to predominantly
7

* Note: The author is aware of the participation of other langimge groups (e.g.
Chinese, Filipino and Indochinese); the purpose here is to clarify leg-
islative intent.
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Black schools for supplementary teachers, materials and support

staff. Latino, mainly Chicano, leaders, viewed Title VII as an

opportunity to even the score with their communities-.39 Alan

_Pifer, President of the education-minded-Carnegie Corporation,

puts it this way:

"Bilingual education is no longer regarded strictly
as an educational measure but also as a strategy
for realizing the social, political anJ econamic.as-
pirations of Hispanic peoples."40

Is Title VII aimed at linguisitic inadequacies or civil rights?
41'

Pifer continues: -

"...bilingual education, as a vehicle for heightening
respect and recogni tion of native languages and cul-
ture, for fighting discrimination against non - English
speaking groups, and for obtaining jobs and political
leverage, has becanethepre-eminent civil rights is-
sue within hispanic cainunities."42

Pifer accepts political influence of hispanics on bilingual edu-
.

cation and points to some positive outcomes for Chicanos, Puerto

Ricans, Cubans and other Latinos: greater social mobility and

economic security, stimulated parent partibipation in schools,

gains in status for the Spanish language and increased partici-

pation in pOlitical-office. Not all observers of_Title_VII

tics, however, are as readily inclined to accept its consequences.

Epstein has described the idea "that the federal government should

finance and promote pupil attachments to their ethnic languages

and histories"
43

as affirmative ethnicity. This bilingual bi-

cultural policy, according to Epstein, is a significant expression

of the ethnic political movement surfacing throughotix the wrld.

He argues that this poses a painful dilemma:
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Any federal funds spent to niaintainithe native len-
of students who are proficient or dcMinant in

Ergulgirissh takes these limited resources from children
who cannot learn English and who therefore are most
in need."44

4-Epstein's identification of a rise in ethnic group expression

is accurate, Other analysts of ethnic identity, Glazer and

Moynihan, agree that:

"...ethnic identity has becane wore salient, ethnic
self-assertion stranger, ethnic conflict more marked
everyw,here in the last twenty years, and that the
reasons include the rise of the welfare statethe
clash between egalitarianism and the differential
achievement of nouns, the griming heterogeneity of
states and the internaticnal.system of comunica-
tion."45

0

But the dilemma raised by Epstein is curious. The need to teach

children English with ever diminishing resources is quite real.

Equally real is our need to prepare students for survival in a

multi-ethnic society and international community. The preparation

_of culturally sensitive, multi-lingual Americans is a national

priority critical to our long term survival. Linguistic minorities

well grounded in their native language and culture are probably

the most valuable resource in the preparation of Americans for a

changing future. The teaching and use of strategic languages in

the schools is of benefit to all Americans. This one issue, more

than any other, needs to be extricated from the flap about bilin-

gual education.

Leaders from Latino communities made use of language legislation
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when prior efforts to advante in employment, housing and education

as a whole had failed. America's history of ethnic politics"made

such a.move plausible - a fact of political life. And it must be

:said, that some groups have achieved significant gatns - evenqn

-language learning - through Title VII. Our mistake was to believe

that we could address our society's linguistic inadequacies solely

through the implementation of bilingual education in the classroom.

As Rubin observes, language in 'the classroom is only one component

of the planning .approach needed in thet1S-46 Yet the attention

given to it by the press has converted bilingual education into

the most controversial language issue of the decade. The net ef-

fect of this attention has been to place the responsibility of

-correcting our inadequacies-exclusively on the backs of our teach-

ers. Schools, though important in the preparation of our future

citizens, cannot support the weight of this responsibility alone.

The linguistic concerns discussed within the context'of bilingual

education (e.g. the learnirig of English as a second language, de-

velopment of English literary: skills, maintenance of native lan-

guages and cultures, and the teaching of strategic languages to

English dominants) are of interest to us all and must receive

attention from institutions other than schools at both the

federal and state level.

-Bilingual education and the teaching of foreign languages, for

example, should be promoted as two strands in a coordinated effort

to meet our national language needs. The objective
4

of this coor-
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dinated effort is to prepare all of us for a new role in the

world - One which requiies us tq act interdependeritly on other

nations. Our ability to survive in that role is very Much in

l'qiiestion.- The language programs we 'implement, thergfore, must

--_be planned and evaluated with this goal in,mind. No other.

.

criteria make sense.

To implement a coordinated language planning effort in the U.S.,

it may be necessary to rid ourselves of previous definition's and

nomenclatures. Perhaps our ,language awareness shOuldbegin with

the way we degcribe that which we want to achieve. Bilingual

educati-on, as we have discussed, is aimed at more complex ob-

jectives than individual bijingualism. Whythen, is it called

bilingual educatiqn? And foreign language teaching may not be

a helpful description either. Some of the languages we call

foreign are very much alive in the U.S. (e.g. Spanish and Chinese

Other languages are pf strategic use to us (e.g. RUssian and lan-
.

guages of the Middle East) and as a result will become less foreign

with international military and economic developments. A new

thrust in our efforts to correct linguistic inadequacies which
OD

centers on strategic languages and international studies may be

.47

immediate purposes:

in order. An umbrella. effort in language planning has several

1) to increase awareness of the need for lan-

guage preparedness by elevating language to the

level of viable social policy; 4

2) to specify the objectives of,current pro-

grams based on current language needs;
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1

3) to coordinate current efforts in.both bi-

lingual education and foreign language teach-
.

ing with other language concerns.:-

We should leave the naming of a national planning effort'to the

. pOiitical:baftlefields. It is clear from past experience, how-
must

ever,.that any attempt to meet language needs in the U.S./be de-
a

.

*clared a national priority and be accompanied by, a massive public

education campaign.

INDIAN EDUCATION
A

In a most fundamental sense, policy on Indian education is, dis=

tinct'from either foreign language/international studies or bi-

lingualeducatton. This is due in part to the unique'and con-

tractual relationship between Indian tribes and-the federal gov-

ernment. The consequences of this relationship are now being

48
dotumented. They point to a history of contradictions and in-

-

consistencies in federal policy.
49 One result of these histori-

cal conditions is the movement of Indian people throughoni the

nation to assert.both self- determination and tribal sovereignty50

'The'assertion of self-determination and tribal sovereignty has

expressed itself on matters of land, water and mineral rights,

health care, employment and education. Education plays a special

role, for

phasis on

Indian tradition has

learning. Spiritual

language and culture, and the ways of survival have been emphasized

alwaysdplaced great vIllue'and

beliefs, tribal goveihment, native

4

2 6.
O

5.



in the learning process.
51 But survival has become more complex

and demanding in the course of Indian hiLtory. Sound formal edu-

cation is now more important and .01 the more difficult to obtain:

2ndian experiences in BIA schools and public schools have enkindled

little faith or respect for government sponsored educational pro-
-,

grams. It is enough to observe, for example, that Indian children

fare worse in schools by all measures of educational attainment

than any other single group.
52

Even when the federal government attempted to improve education

for disadvantaged students (e.g. coffipensatory education or bilin-

gual education) conditions changed little for Indian students.

Since the passage of the Johnson /O'Malley Act in 1937, supplemental

no appreCiable dif-
.

Disenchanted with

funding to

ference in

#

meet specialiaIndian needs had made

the progress of Indian children.
54

government schools and su,-.orted by the rejuvenated interest

educati9nal alternatives during ttienlate 60's, Indians turned to

the idea of,Indian-controlled. schools.
NI?

In 1971 thb Coalition 'of Indian Controlled School Boards ( CICSB)

was established as a national non-profit edu.:ational 'organization.

CICSB provides research, training and organizational development

services to enhance the quality of education for Indian people,

fifth the passage of PL 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination And

Education Assistance Act enacted by Co-gress in 1975 the Coalition'

has grown to over 170 member school boards, parent advisory committees
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and Indian education groups. What these groups share is the be-

lief that the right and responsibility for improving Indian educa-

tion lay with the tribe and local community. One ditector of a

rim school described a glaring aspect of this belief: "Wheri I

talk to people about the potential of Indian controlled schools

and all else fails to convince them, I get them to think about

the past and ask themselves 'Can we really do a worse job?' 155

This brutal fact makes the Indian move for tribal sovereignty and

self - determination a central consideration irk examining language

issues within Indian education. We cannot view Indians as a dis-

adVantaged ethnic miwrity seeking group civil rights. They re-

present, instead, a varied group of sovereign nations and tribes

struggling to keep their spiritual beliefs and land-based culture

alive, They hope to accomplish this with the help of Indian con-

trolled schools.

SELECTED WORKS ON THE PURPOSE OF INDIAN-CONTROLLED SCHOOLS

3he school for Indian people foes well beyond popular conceptions

Of education. It differs primarily in its relationship to the

community at large. While progressive educational reformers seek

to make schools more responsive to community concerns, Indians

donsider'schdols the focus. of community life5.6 and, indeed, the

4dryNmeans of survival for the tribe. As the center of community

activity, the school serves as the nucleus for econoiic-and social

development. 57 Valued schools in Indian communities 4 appear nothing

like those institutions which perform a caretaker role and limit

facility usage to,elassroom activity between the hours of nine to
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three. Because education is viewed as the process of preserving

the nation, Indian schools use the entire community as classrooms

and involve tribal members in the fulfillment of alt responsibi-

=lities from curriculum development58 to school admiiistratioa.59

"The purpose of Indian schools focuses attention o: who controls.

Because schools hold a critical place in the future survival of

the tribe, tribal leaders (e.g. the council or an elected school

board or an appointed sub-committee) assume major responsibility

for directing the school. 60
Decisions concerning staff hirings,

budget and school policy are viewed as the responsibility of tri-

bal representatives; such decisions are often made by consensus,
61

Community control of schools has more than a symbolic or political

value for Indian groups. The assurance of Indian control provides

the tribe with mechanisms to promote educational goals vital to

the preservation of the nation. These goals include spiritual

awareness,
62

the maintenance of native language and culture, 63

the development and understanding of tribal structure,
64 and the

provision of skilled people who can provide technical assistance

to the tribe. 65
The education of Indian youth is aimed at pre-

serving the nation and preparing young people to survive in In-

dian and white contexts. Preparation includes the development

of an appreciati-n of self, 66 basic scholastic tools, 67
abilities

to think critically and plan effectively, 68
creativity,

69 voca-

tional skills, 70
and behavior/attitudes which fostei:friendship

and kinship. 71
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The learning propess itself is addressed by tribal leaders. Stu-

dent-learning requires three elements:

1) building individual pride and5dignity;

2) developing ability to relate etiucation to

present and future experience; and

S) promoting student progress at individual's
4

pace.
72

GOALS AND STANDARDS FOR INDIAN-CONTROLLED SCHOOLS

Coalition for Indian Controlled School Boards (CICSB) has ad-

vocated for the establishment of means and measures by which to

recognize quality Indian education. After the BIA published the

PL 95-561 Indian Education Standards in 1979, the concern for this

priority intensified. Coalition members expressed disappointment

over the Field Draft of the proposed Standards. Not that PL 95-561

standards appeaied haphazard; in fact, their quality appro-ached

that of the more established accreditation associations. But

Task Force Standards seemed to follow established models too close-

ly. The application of conventional standards to Indian controlled

efforts have not produced encouraging results in the past. Edu-

cation when controlled by Indians does not fit the traditional

image of public schools. Indian education projects 1.0,ich did re-

ceive some professional or bureaucratic approval underwent-a

:strange transformation. This change is described by Mander in

terms of television images:

"I'm sure it has not escaped you that tile Black tele-

vision news ommmmtators, and the Asian ones, as well
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as the wanes are inseparable in tone of voice phrasing

attitudes, style 6f clothes, over-all shawl patterns
and apparent political perspectives from the hundreds
of white men who preceeded them in those roles. The
color and sex are metre varied now, but5the message is
the same. As more diverse people occupy the central
control systems, the systems do not become more di-
verse. Tne people lose their diversity and start to
be transformed by the systems. The system remain
the same. The perceptual patterns that have been ex-
cluded remain excluded. If alternatives to the life 73
style ofthe systems exist, they are not represented."

CICSB hzs maintained that the edu..ational system like its media

counterpart will not becc me more diverse; its purpose is to pro-

duce conformity through the application of established education

standards. Collective experiences of the Coalition membership

verified this and suggested the need for alternative standards

- standards which encourage and support the diversity of Indian

beliefs and values. The BIA found it politically wise to provide

CICSg with a modest grant to develop such standards.

Tribal concerns such as preserving the tribe as a spiritual en-

tity and sovereign nation currently are promoted by Indian con-

trolled schools in spite of the established norms. Yet, few such

schools have received the formal recognition necessary for funding

or institutional development. To meet this need, CICSB proposed

alternative education standards for Indian controlled schools in

-1980; those standards which concern language and culture are pre-
.

-sented in Appendix A.

4

The CICSB-developed education standards for language and culture
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(Indian and mainstream) are simply stated. In a straightforward

manner, they provide guidelines for the creation of learning en-

vironments which give central focus to survival of 6he tribe, em-

IThasize the importance of spiritual beliefs and intertwine the

;teaching of native language/culture and mainstream knowledge/skills.

Curiously enough CICSB's goal statements are not terribly radical;

they seem reasonable and long overdue. Still more telling is the

realization that they are not new.

In 1973 the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) published a list

of recommendations for language policy in Indian education74 (see

Appendix B) com the central authority of Indian tribes and com-

munities to the use of native languages in the classroom, CAL's

recommendations foreshadowed the thrust of the CICSB's education

standards. Seven years have passed between the publication of

each statement. Did pronouncement of the initial recommmendations

fall on deaf ears? Is it fair to assume that little progress has

been made in the implenentation of recommended actions?

All of this raises a question about the Department of Education's

role LI Indian education. As we have suggested, there appears to

be no scarcity of solid and appropriate recommendations concerning

language policy in Indian education. But what happens tc these

kecommendations;i Who receives them? to they spark new actions?

How much do they account for relevant policies formulated? How,

more specifically, does the Department of Education4collect and

disseminate such recommendations to those entrusted with policy
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making and implementation?

NIE should direct research efforts in Indian education to the

;-assessment of progress made in implementing recommendations like

:those of CAL and CICSB. In public schools, special attention

also should be paid to BIA schools, despite obvious problems of

jurisdiction with BIA's Office of Indian Education Programs.

Lastly, NIE should establish on-going communication with organi-

zations like CICSB to assist in the recognition and maintenance

of Indian controlled schools.

CONCLUSION

This discussion began with a reference to lols as a central theme

in U.S. -social policy. This theme, we said, has characterized the

debate over DOE's role in promoting languages other than English.

Conservatives have expressed a loss of old American values, and

Liberals have vocalized a loss of our diverse cultural richness

and egalitarian values. We argued that this loss mentality has

impaired our ability to formulate necessary and appropriate social

policy and offered foreign 1,anguage/international studies and bi-

lingual education as examples. Both policy areas were presented

as recent efforts in a consistent history to formulate policy

related to language without a guiding plan.

Within the teaching of foreign language and international studies,

we cited studies which decry our lack of preparedneis, We argued
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that past policy efforts have overlooked the fact that Americans

have not yet identified the learning of languages other than Eng-

lish as a priority. A recent survey of American attitudes toward

;foreign languages showed that "while most Americans cannot speak

:any language but English, half of them wish they could."75 The

learning of foreign languages will become a priority when the

wishing half begins to study languages. This will occur when

our policy makers promote such learning not because we are losing

old tradition or national pride but because we must survive in a

changing world.

Bilingual education too has presented us with difficulties in

determining our current direction in language policy. We have

said that the departure of bilingual education from conventional

school language policy and the use of bilingual education as a

political wedge for Latinos has presented us with a major,con-

troversy: Against what criteria do we judge the effectiveness

of bilingual programs? We concluded that we identified unrealis-

tic expectations for language teaching in the classroom. If, as

we propose, both foreign language/ international studies and bi-

lingual education were incorporated into a larger language plan-

ning effort based not on loss but a realistic assessment of the

rf u t u Eke , then both could be evaluated against the only criterion

which makes sense: the ability of Americans to survive amidst

rapidly changing world affairs.

In reference to Indian education, we asserted that it could not
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be examined simply as another component of language related

policy. This was attributed to the unique contractual relation-

ship between the federal government and Indian tribes. The dis-

---mal consequences of this relationship has caused Indians to

=re-affirm the principles of tribal sovereignty and self-deter-

mination. In the educational sphere these principles have taken

the form of Indian controlled schools. Organizations like CICSB

have been established to oversee the development of Indian con-

trolled schools. The recommendations of these organizations have

addressed the language needs of,Vative Americans in very clear

terms. These needs are fundamentally different from those of

linguistic minorities in the U.S. Our major challenge, we pro-

posed, is not to identify what _seeds to be done but to determine

how to accomplish that which has been identified. We suggested

that NIE can play an importam role in that effort.

In light of this analysis, we recommend the following:

1) Congress, with the help of the Department

of Education, should re-examine all current

educational policy with the purpose of iden-

tifying those aspects which relate to national

language issues.

2) The Department of Education should. incor-

porate national language issues in education,

including bilingual education and foreign

language/international studies, iilto a broader
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language education project aimed at preparing

Americans for survival in international affairs.

The language education project abonld be de-

Glared a national priority.

3) The national language education project

should be developed as one component of a com-
.

prehensive language planning effort guided by

a congressionally recognized body representing

a cross section of Americans. The purpose

and function of the congressional language

planning body should be'the object of a 'mas-

sive public education campaign.

4) Qith the establishment of a congressional

language planning body, language policy and

planning activities should be undertaken as a

decision area related to but distinct from

other institutional spheres (e.g. education,

health and business).

5) To implement the national language project

the Department of Education should establish

the mechanism to develop regional variations

based on local needs and the distribution of

specific linguii4ic communities.

6) The congressional language planning body

should recognize the unique contractual rela-

tionship which exists between, thi federal gov-

ernment and Indian tribes, Alaskan natives and
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territotial possessions such as Puerto Rico

and Guam and provide assistance when deemed

necessary and appropriate by thobe affected.

7) The evaluation of the national education

project and comparable efforts in other spheres

should be the responsibility of the congrs-
-

sional language planning body.

8) The research priorities on language educa-

tion should be re-evaluated in light of the

planning activities of the congressional lan-

guage planning body.76
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